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LEGAL NOTICE
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the
creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or
represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly
changing nature of the Internet.
The Publisher will not be responsible for any losses or damages of any kind
incurred by the reader whether directly or indirectly arising from the use of the
information found in this report.
This report is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent
professionals in legal, business, accounting, and finance field.
No guarantees of income are made. Reader assumes responsibility for use of
information contained herein. The author reserves the right to make changes
without notice. The Publisher assumes no responsibility or liability whatsoever
on the behalf of the reader of this report.
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Bought to you by Alan Richardson of www.homebusinessdiscovery.com and
www.aerichardson.com
To start your affiliate marketing career and pick up some amazing bargains go to
Home Business Discovery today.
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Ever heard of QVC?
Over the past few years, this mega-million dollar business has become a household name.
They always feature amazing products every day, the bargains are outrageous and
anybody with a TV and credit card can watch and buy.
This makes QVC naturally ‘viral’ as a result. It’s easy to brag to all your friends and
family about the great deal you just got.
Then, they tell two friends… and so on.
Now imagine this…
What if there was a “QVC style” site that offered a new killer deal each day on the best
products to help you build and grow an online business?
I’m talking about all the top rated software,information products, ebooks, membership
sites,PLR, scripts, and more!
You know… the exact same (new or existing) products that you’ve been meaning to
buy,but were holding out for a better deal. Sure, everybody loves a great deal. But, more
importantly, here’s where things really get exciting for you, because…
>>> YOU Get Paid! <<<
Imagine if you could generate passive, residual,income online by simply telling your
online friends, associates, subscribers, and customers all about this new “deal a day”
site.…. and then, you got PAID on 3 separate levels whenever they bought ANY product
over the next 50 years!
Plus, if anyone who you referred decided to promote the site and they refer more
people,you get paid on ALL sales they generate too.
Announcing DealDotCom
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Affiliate Marketing Introduced
Being in the affiliate marketing business is not that hard now with the Internet
at your disposable. It is much easier now compared to the days when people
have to make use of the telephones and other mediums of information just to get
the latest updates on the way their program is coming along.
So with technology at hand, and assuming that the affiliate is working from
home, a day in his or her life would sound something like this…
Upon waking up and after having breakfast, the computer is turned on to check
out new developments in the network. As far as the marketer is concerned there
might be new things to update and statistics to keep track on.
The site design has to be revised. The marketer knows that a well-designed site
can increase sign ups from visitors. It can also help in the affiliate’s conversion
rates.
That done, it is time to submit the affiliate program to directories that lists
affiliate programs. These directories are means to attract people in joining your
affiliate program. A sure way of promoting the affiliate program!
Time to track down the sales you are getting from your affiliates fairly and
accurately. There are phone orders and mails to track down. See if they are new
clients checking the products out. Noting down the contact information that
might be a viable source in the future.
There are lots of resources to sort out. Ads, banners, button ads and sample
recommendations to give out because the marketer knows that this is one way of
ensuring more sales. Best to stay visible and accessible too.
The affiliate marketer remembered that there are questions to answer from the
visitors. This has to be done quickly. Nothing can turn off a customer than an
unanswered email.
To prove that the affiliate is working effectively and efficiently, inquiries would
have to be paid more attention on. Nobody wants to be ignored and customers
are not always the most patient of all people. Quick answer that should appear
professional yet friendly too.
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To start your affiliate marketing career and pick up some amazing bargains go to
Home Business Discovery today.

In the process of doing all the necessities, the marketer is logged on to a chat
room where he or she interacts with other affiliates and those under that same
program. This is where they can discuss things on how to best promote their
products.
There are things to be learned and it is a continuous process. Sharing tips and
advices is a good way of showing support. There may be others out there wanting
to join and may be enticed by the discussion that is going on. There is no harm in
assuming what opportunities ahead.
The newsletters and E-zines were updated days ago, so it is time for the affiliate
marketer to see if there are some new things happening in the market. This will
be written about in the marketer’s publication to be distributed to the old and
new customers.
These same publications are also an important tool in keeping up to date with the
newly introduced products. The marketer has put up a sale and promotion that
customers may want to know about. Besides, they have to keep up with the
deadline of these sales written in the publications.
It is that time to show some appreciation to those who have helped the marketer
in the promotions and sale increase. Nothing like mentioning the persons, their
sites and the process they have done that made everything worked.
Of course, this will be published in the newsletters. Among the more important
information that have been written already.
The marketer still has time to write out recommendations to those who want
credible sources for the products being promoted. There is also time to post some
comments on how to be a successful affiliate marketer on a site where there are
lots of wannabes.
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Two objectives done at the same time. The marketer gets to promote the product
as well as the program they are in. Who knows, someone may be inclined to join.
Time flies. Missed lunch but is quite contented with the tasks done. Bed time….
Ok, so this may not be all done in a day. But then, this gives you an idea of how an
affiliate marketer, a dedicated one that is, spends the marketing day.
Is that success looming in the distance or what?
To start your affiliate marketing career and pick up some amazing bargains go to
Home Business Discovery today.

The 3 Things All Affiliate Marketers Need To
Survive Online
Now every affiliate marketer is always looking for the successful market that gives
the biggest paycheck. Sometimes they think it is a magic formula that is readily
available for them. Actually, it is more complicated than that. It is just good
marketing practices that have been proven over years of hard work and
dedication.
There are tactics that have worked before with online marketing and is
continuing to work in the online affiliate marketing world of today. With these
top three marketing tips, you will be able to able to increase your sales and
survive in the affiliate marketing online.
What are these three tactics?
1. Using unique web pages to promote each separate product you are
marketing.
Do not lump all of it together just to save some money on web hosting. It is best
to have a site focusing on each and every product and nothing more.
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Always include product reviews on the website so visitors will have an initial
understanding on what the product can do to those who buys them. Also include
testimonials from users who have already tried the product. Be sure that these
customers are more than willing to allow you to use their names and photos on
the site of the specific product you are marketing.
You can also write articles highlighting the uses of the product and include them
on the website as an additional page. Make the pages attractive compelling and
include calls to act on the information. Each headline should attract the readers
to try and read more, even contact you. Highlight your special points. This will
help your readers to learn what the page is about and will want to find out more.
2. Offer free reports to your readers.
If possible position them at the very top side of your page so it they simply cannot
be missed. Try to create autoresponder messages that will be mailed to those who
input their personal information into your sign up box. According to research, a
sale is closed usually on the seventh contact with a prospect.
Only two things can possibly happen with the web page alone: closed sale or the
prospect leaving the page and never return again. By placing useful information
into their inboxes at certain specified period, you will remind them of the product
they thought they want later and will find out that the sale is closed. Be sure that
the content is directed toward specific reasons to buy the product. Do not make it
sound like a sales pitch.
Focus on important points like how your product can make life and things easier
and more enjoyable. Include compelling subject lines in the email. As much as
possible, avoid using the word “free” because there are still older spam filters that
dumps those kind of contents into the junk before even anyone reading them
first. Convince those who signed up for your free reports that they will be missing
something big if they do not avail of your products and services.
3. Get the kind of traffic that is targeted to your product.
Just think, if the person who visited your website has no interest whatsoever in
what you are offering, they will be among those who move on and never come
back. Write articles for publication in e-zines and e-reports. This way you can
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locate publications that is focusing on your target customers and what you have
put up might just grab their interest.
Try to write a minimum of 2 articles per week, with at least 300-600 words in
length. By continuously writing and maintaining these articles you can generate
as many as 100 targeted readers to your site in a day.
Always remember that only 1 out of 100 people are likely to buy your product or
get your services. If you can generate as much as 1,000 targeted hits for your
website in a day, that means you can made 10 sales based on the average statistic.
The tactics given above does not really sound very difficult to do, if you think
about it. It just requires a little time and an action plan on your part.
Try to use these tips for several affiliate marketing programs. You can end
maintaining a good source of income and surviving in this business that not all
marketers can do.
Besides, think of the huge paychecks you will be receiving!
To start your affiliate marketing career and pick up some amazing bargains go to
Home Business Discovery today.

How To Become A Super Affiliate In Niche
Markets
Over the past years, web hosting has grown bigger than it used to be. With more
companies getting into this business and finding the many benefits it can give
them, the demand for web hosting has never been higher. These seem to be the
trend of today.
38 million people have put up their very first websites online since 2005 alone.
It is estimated that by 2010, the Internet sales industry will top the dollar bank.
And to think, the majority of those sites will be offering different affiliate
programs for people to choose and participate into.
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